Abstract. Mouse-pup ultrasounds emitted from outside the nest area are releasers of maternal pup searching and retrieving behaviour. House mouse, Mus domesticus, mothers were tested in a situation with two alternative choices for their unconditioned preference of 50 kHz tone bursts of various durations (models of mouse-pup ultrasounds). Categorical perception in the temporal domain was established by labelling and discrimination tests. Two categories occurred: one of non-preferred short-duration tones (25 ms and shorter) and the other of preferred long-duration tones (30 ms and longer) with a sharp boundary between 25 and 30 ms. Stimuli from the two categories were discriminated, however, only if they differed in duration by at least 20-25 ms, which may be the threshold of duration discrimination. The discussion concentrates on the biological significance of categorical perception of communication sounds and possible mechanisms of boundary formation.
Animals communicating with various speciesspecific sounds must recognize their distinct acoustic structures; that is, they have to differentiate between the important or characteristic 'keystimulus' patterns of these sounds in order to generate a biologically significant adaptive response in a given behavioural context. The problem of soundpattern recognition is a general one for a wide variety of species (from insects to humans) using sound for communication purposes. Thus we may expect and actually find many strategies in the auditory and perceptual systems and in the behaviour patterns of species that contribute to optimizing the discrimination of sound-pattern and extraction of the message. One such strategy is categorical perception, a standard term in human psychophysics and cognitive psychology (Harnad 1987) . In an auditory test of categorical perception, for example, a single acoustic parameter of a sound signal is varied on a continuous scale while the listener indicates the perceived quality of the sounds. If the listener labels or identifies the sounds as belonging to separate perceptual classes or categories and if sounds with the same labels are poorly discriminated but sounds with different labels are well discriminated in discrimination tests, then a categorical perception along the continuum of the varied sound parameter is established (compare Liberman et al. 1957; Ehret 1987a; Harnad 1987) . Thus, the criterion for categorical perception to occur is that both labelling (identification) and discrimination tests reveal categorization of sounds differing continuously in a single sound parameter.
Categorical perception of sounds has been found, for example, in the frequency domain for musical pitch and in the time domain for speechphoneme recognition. The perceptual differences between a number of phonemes composed of stop consonants and a vowel depend on the length of the interval between the articulation of the stopconsonant and the beginning of the vowel (voiceonset-time). The formation of category boundaries in the continuum of voice-onset-times, however, is a characteristic of speech phoneme discrimination not only by humans but also by animals such as budgerigars, Melopsittacus undulatus, chinchillas, Chinchilla laniger, and rhesus monkeys, Macaca rnulatta. Interestingly, boundaries on the/ba/-/pa/ continuum of voice-onset-times are very similar for humans (about 27 ms; Pisoni & Lazarus 1974; Kuhl & Miller 1978), chinchillas (23 ms; Kuhl & Miller 1978) and rhesus monkeys (31 ms; Waters & Wilson 1976) , which is also the case for the/da/-/ta/continuum (budgerigars: 35 ms; Dooling 1989; humans 35 ms, chinchillas 33 ms; Kuhl & Miller 1975 , 1978 Kuhl 1981 
